We present a method to analyze the fiber coupling efficiency η of electromagnetic Gaussian Schell-model (EGSM) beams propagating through marine atmospheric turbulence. The expression for η is derived from the relation of field distributions between EGSM beam and fiber mode. The influence factors of η are discussed, including the properties of EGSM beam, focusing lens, and turbulence. We find that η declines as the turbulence enhances. A large-aperture lens and an EGSM beam with high coherence, long wavelength, and optimum beam width are able to achieve a higher η in turbulent links. Beam polarization also takes effect on η but the effect is complex. Our investigation has applications in the fiber coupling of vectorial beams in communication systems.
Introduction
Coupling free-space beams into single-mode fiber has widespread applications in optical communication links, such as space-to-ground or the last mile links [1] , [2] . Due to the ability to integrate with erbium-doped fiber amplifier, fiber-optic detectors are used as receivers to improve signal quality for further demodulation or transmission. This leads to demands for optimizing fiber coupling of beams and attracts much research interest. The way to improve coupling performances, especially the coupling efficiency, has become a focus [3] - [7] .
When beams are coupled into fiber in practical free-space communication link, the effects of atmospheric turbulence are inevitable [3] . Dikmelik et al. established a theoretical model to analyze the fiber coupling efficiency of a plane wave, and found that the efficiency was degraded by turbulence [4] . Liu et al. discussed the wave-front aberrations of a plane wave caused by terrestrial atmospheric turbulence, including their impacts on fiber coupling efficiency and correction methods [5] . Tan et al. considered the influence of source coherence, and extended their investigation to partially coherent Gaussian Schell-model beams [6] . Wright et al. gave a demonstration of fiber coupling of Gaussian laser beam in a low Earth orbiting space to ground channel by use of an adaptive optical correction system [7] .
Although fiber coupling of scalar beams mentioned above has been studied widely, the case of vectorial electromagnetic beams is still to be explored. Electromagnetic beams contain both coherence and polarization properties, which offer more adjustable parameters for applications [8] - [10] . Taking the electromagnetic Gaussian Schell-model (EGSM) beam as example, Salem et al. derived a theoretical formula to predict its coupling efficiency into fiber [11] . Later, an experimental coupling demonstration was conducted by Zhao et al. [12] . In these early explorations, the receiving fiber was located at or near the source plane, so the process of beam propagation before coupling was ignored. However, when considering the long-distance propagation from beam source to receiver, especially through turbulent atmosphere in communication links, the fiber coupling properties of EGSM beam haven't been reported.
In this paper, we investigate the single-mode fiber coupling of EGSM beam in marine atmospheric turbulence. Based on the cross spectral density matrix for unified description of coherence and polarization, a theoretical model is built for numerical calculation of fiber coupling efficiency. With full consideration of beam, turbulence and focusing lens, the influence factors of coupling efficiency are discussed in details. The results are helpful in designing the optimum fiber coupling system for EGSM beams in optical communication applications.
Fiber Coupling Efficiency in Turbulence
The effects of atmospheric turbulence on fiber coupling of free-space beams are mainly determined by turbulence intensity S. S reflects the level of atmospheric refractive-index fluctuation, which causes the distortion of free-space beams. As for marine atmospheric turbulence, the power spectrum density of refractive-index fluctuation is given by [13] (κ) = 0.033C
where κ is the spatial frequency, C 2 n is the refractive-index structure constant, l 0 and L 0 are the inner scale and outer scale of turbulence respectively, κ H = 3.41/l 0 and κ 0 = 2π/L 0 .
With the help of the formula [14] 
the analytic expression of S is obtained through the integral of (κ) as follows
where (·) is the gamma function, U (·) is the confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind.
In this way, all the turbulence parameters are included in one expression of S, which facilitates the later analysis of turbulence effects.
To investigate the effects of beam properties, the cross spectral density (CSD) matrix is vital according to the unified theory of coherence and polarization for vectorial beams [15] . As for an EGSM beam, the components in CSD matrix at the source plane are given by [8] 
where k is the beam's wavenumber inversely related to wavelength λ (k = 2π/λ), · is the symbol for ensemble average. According to the quadratic approximation for Rytov phase structure function, the term in · has an expansion of [16] exp [ψ
Now by use of W uv , the beam incident power P 0 at the receiver (i.e., fiber end face) can be obtained directly, while the power P coupled into fiber needs calculation of the field overlapping between incident beam and fiber mode. Considering the beam focusing device in practical coupling system, an equivalent focusing lens is used in modeling, with fiber end face located at lens focal plane B (see Fig. 1 ). Due to the Fourier-transforming property of lens, the field distributions (including incident beam field and fiber mode field) at lens pupil plane A and focal plane B are Fourier transform conjugate pairs. According to the Parseval-Plancherel theorem, it is equivalent in principle to analyze P 0 , P and then coupling efficiency at plane A and B . However, for reason of calculation convenience [4] , here plane A is selected for analysis.
Therefore, the fiber coupling efficiency η of EGSM beam is defined at plane A as
where W is the CSD matrix of EGSM beam, F A is the backpropagated fiber mode field matrix at plane A (i.e., the Fourier transform of fiber mode field at plane B ), Tr and † denote the trace and Hermitian adjoint of matrix respectively in math. Due to the orthogonality between fiber modes along x and y direction, the anti-diagonal elements of F A are zero. So after a simple matrix operation, Eq. (7) is rewritten as
In terms of single-mode fibers, the backpropagated fiber mode field is expressed as [17] 
where w u is the mode field radius at fiber end face, f is the focal length of lens. From Eqs. (8)- (10), we find that only the diagonal elements of W contribute to η. By substituting Eqs. (4) and (6) into Eq. (5) with some algebraic transformations and integral operations, the analytic expression of W uu is given by [18] W uu (r 1 ,
where the introduced parameters uu , H uu and M uu are
Based on the results of Eqs. (11) and (12), as well as the law of cosines as follows:
the integrals in Eqs. (9) and (10) are expanded as
where R is the receiver aperture radius (i.e., lens radius) at plane A . Then performing the integrations in Eqs. (15) and (16) the simplified expressions of P 0uu and P uu are given by
where I 0 (·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. Normalizing the integral variables by ξ 1 = r 1 /R and ξ 2 = r 2 /R , Eq. (19) is rewritten as
By substituting Eqs. (3), (13), (18) and (20) into Eq. (8), numerical analysis on the fiber coupling efficiency of EGSM beam in marine atmospheric turbulence is accessible, from which some useful conclusions on beam optimization can be drawn.
Analysis of Coupling Efficiency for EGSM Beam
In this section, different conditions are simulated to investigate the coupling of EGSM beam into single-mode fiber in turbulent marine atmospheric link. The influence factors on coupling efficiency such as beam properties, turbulence level and lens size are discussed in details. Unless otherwise indicated in figures, the parameters used for simulations have typical values as follows [6] , [8] , [13] : C Considering the two significant properties (i.e., coherence and polarization) of EGSM beam, the relationships between coupling efficiency η and beam transverse coherent widths δ xx , δ yy are analyzed in Fig. 2 first. With the increase of either δ xx or δ yy , source coherence increases and a larger η is obtained. When δ xx and δ yy tend to infinity, the partially coherent beam source evolves into a fully coherent one, and η reaches the maximum. However, under different conditions of δ xx Fig. 3 . Fiber coupling efficiency η in relation to the source polarization parameter A y /A x of EGSM beam. and δ yy , the variation curves of η with the propagation distance z are different before converging. This is attributed to the co-work of beam diffraction broadening and atmospheric turbulence. When a beam propagates in free space, diffraction broadening occurs. In the absence of turbulence, the increment of beam spatial coherence with diffraction broadening causes the rise of η [6] . But in practical atmospheric link, turbulence is inevitable, which reduces beam coherence and in turn η during propagation. So with the increase of z, η rises when beam broadening is dominant, but declines when turbulence is dominant. Considering that a beam with larger δ xx and δ yy always has a larger η, a high coherent EGSM beam or even a fully coherent electromagnetic Gaussian beam is preferred for fiber coupling in turbulent marine atmospheric link. Figure 3 discusses the relationship between fiber coupling efficiency and source polarization of EGSM beam. In the case of σ x = σ y , the ratio of the field amplitude in y and x direction A y /A x is varied to change the source polarization. We find that the variation of η with A y /A x is complexly related to the source coherent widths δ xx , δ yy . If δ yy > δ xx (δ yy < δ xx ), η rises (declines) as A y /A x increases, but if δ yy = δ xx , the variation of A y /A x doesn't affect η. To describe beam polarization quantitatively, the degree of polarization (DOP) is used. As shown in Eq. (7), η is independent of the anti-diagonal elements of the CSD matrix W . If a beam without the anti-diagonal elements of W (i.e., the corresponding coefficients B xy = B yx = 0) is used, DOP is only the function of A y /A x as follows [8] 
When DOP increases from 0 to 1, the unpolarized beam evolves to be fully polarized. Considering that DOP is not monotonous with A y /A x , the insets in Fig. 3 give the variations of η with DOP for the case of A y < A x and A y > A x . The insets also reveal that beam polarization affects η complexly and the effect is related to beam coherence.
To investigate the influence of beam width on η, several values of σ x and σ y no more than lens radius are selected. As for a focusing lens with the fixed focal length, the backpropagated fiber mode field at the lens pupil plane A is constant, so the beam size in best match with fiber mode results in the highest η, and there exists the optimum beam width for coupling, just as shown in Fig. 4 . Under different values of σ x (σ y ), the optimum σ y (σ x ) and the maximum available η are different. This is because in the case of asymmetric beam with σ x = σ y , the incident power coupled into fiber in one direction is different from the other. So if σ x (σ y ) is fixed, the optimum σ y (σ x ) is related to σ x (σ y ) considering their weights on power coupling. Since the lens radius R limits the incident EGSM beam size and the lens focal length f affects the backpropagated fiber mode size, Fig. 5 investigates η under different R and f . When R is large enough, the incident beam is fully received for coupling. So the variation of η with f is independent of R , and only determined by the field matching between incident beam and fiber mode at the lens pupil plane. However, if the incident beam is truncated by R , the optimum f increases as R increases, to enlarge the overlapping region of field distributions between EGSM beam and fiber mode. Comparing the η − f curves in Fig. 5 , the curves corresponding to larger R are smoother, revealing that their η have better tolerance to the deviation of f from the optimum value. So the selection of a large-aperture lens is important for resisting interferences in practical optical system.
The effects of marine atmospheric turbulence on the fiber coupling efficiency of EGSM beam are determined by turbulence intensity S. Since S combines the contributions of the refractive-index structure constant C 2 n , turbulence inner scale factor l 0 and outer scale factor L 0 , we first discuss the variation of η with C 2 n in Fig. 6 , then analyze the impacts of l 0 and L 0 in Fig. 7 . As C 2 n increases, turbulence strengthens and causes a larger beam distortion [16] . The worse matching between the distorted EGSM beam and fiber mode inevitably degrades η, just as shown in Fig. 6 . To achieve a higher η in turbulent channel, several common wavelengths in fiber communication window are compared. We find that EGSM beam with longer wavelength is more suitable for fiber coupling.
In terms of l 0 and L 0 , Fig. 7 shows that η rises with the increment of l 0 and the decrement of L 0 . This is because as l 0 increases or L 0 decreases, there are fewer turbulence eddies in the inertial range of turbulence, which weakens turbulence intensity consequently [16] . On the other hand, the variation of η with L 0 is so slight that can be ignored. The effect of l 0 on η is also weaker than that of C 2 n . All these reveal that as for the marine atmospheric turbulence, the refractive-index structure constant is more important than scale factors in determining the turbulence intensity, as well as the coupling efficiency of EGSM beam into fiber.
Conclusions
Aiming at the coupling of EGSM beam into single-mode fiber, we establish a theoretical model to analyze the coupling efficiency η in the presence of marine atmospheric turbulence. By use of the cross spectral density matrix of EGSM beam and fiber mode field matrix, the numerical expression of η is derived and several simulations are conducted. The results reveal that η declines if turbulence strengthens (i.e., the increment of C 2 n , L 0 or the decrement of l 0 ). A large-aperture lens with moderate focal length, and a long-wavelength beam with moderate beam width, are beneficial to improving η.
In terms of the two significant properties (coherence and polarization) of EGSM beam, the effect of polarization on η is complex and dependent on coherence. Since η rises with the increment of source coherence, a fully coherent beam can be regarded as an ideal choice if a high η is needed to reduce the power budget of communication link. However, in some applications which are sensitive to the received intensity fluctuations, a partially coherent beam is better because it has less scintillation through atmospheric turbulence than the coherent one [19] . So in these situations, the selection of a partially coherent EGSM beam with relatively higher coherence is preferred to achieve a balance between η and scintillation. The research is hoped to give useful references for the design of beam coupling systems in free-space to fiber communications.
